
QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST
OCTOBER 2016- DECEMBER 2016
DESCRIPTION OF 
ISSUE

PROGRAM/
SEGMENT

DATE TIME DURATION NARRATION OF TYPE AND DESCRIPTION OF 
PROGRAM/SEGMENT

COMMUNITY/ 
EDUCATION/ 
DISABILITIES

CLOSER LOOK OCTOBER 3, 
2016

SUNDAY 
NIGHT

7:00 PM
PACIFIC

30 MINUTE 
SEGMENT

Closer Look Week 10/3/2016 - 10/9/2016
  Kids Learn About Disabilities
Your child sees a wheelchair, a prosthetic leg or a service 
dog and they have questions. “A Touch of Understanding” 
teaches school kids what to say when they meet a person 
with a disability.
Air1's Billie Branham talks with ATOU founder Leslie 
DeDora and board members Bob Schultz and Darlene 
O'Brien, a woman who is blind and shares her story with 
students.
Related Links:
A.T.O.U. - A Touch of Understanding (official)

TECHNOLOGY NATIONAL 
NEWS

OCTOBER 3,
2016

3:10PM
4:40PM
6:10PM
7:40PM

60 
SECONDS

When a loved one passes away, there are obviously laws 
that cover how their assets are passed on to relatives. But 
what about email, pictures, financial records and other info 
stored online? 19 states now have new laws to allow loved 
ones access to stored documents and pictures, and more 
states are headed that way. Think about it – for some 
people, finding a shoebox full of letters and pictures hiding 
under the bed, for some, it’s messages and pictures on 
Facebook or other treasures online.

HEALTH/ PUBLIC 
SAFETY

NATIONAL 
NEWS

OCTOBER 3,
2016

3:10PM
4:40PM
6:10PM
7:40PM

60 
SECONDS

You know someone who says they don’t need much sleep 
at night? Researchers have found that some of those 
people are actually sleeping during the day and don’t know 
it. Scientists say most of us actually don’t know when 
we’ve fallen asleep for a couple of minutes. The reason 
scientists are concerned is because short sleepers who 
don’t know they’re falling asleep for a minute or two during 
the day are at a high risk of falling asleep while driving.

TECHNOLOGY/ 
PUBLIC SAFETY

NATIONAL 
NEWS

OCTOBER 4,
2016

3:10PM
4:40PM
6:10PM
7:40PM

60 
SECONDS

A new study says nearly a third of us check our phones 
when we wake up in the middle of the night. The problem 
is once your smartphone is turned on, the blue light makes 
it harder for you to go back to sleep. You should be 
screen-free at least an hour before bed to get good rest. 
BUT…if you DO need to check your phone late at night, 
both iPhone and Android have new updates that change 
the screen tint to a more yellow that will be less disruptive 
to sleep.



TEEN ISSUES
TECHNOLOGY 
RELATIONSHIPS/ 
PARENTING

CLOSER LOOK OCTOBER 10, 
2016

SUNDAY 
NIGHT

7:00 PM
PACIFIC

30 MINUTE 
SEGMENT

Closer Look Week 10/10/2016 - 10/16/2016
  Challenge Academy for At-Risk Kids
In nearly every U.S. state the Nat'l Guard offers troubled 
teens a FREE, 6-month, residential program to get their 
futures on back on track.
Air1's Alex Gregory talks with Maj. Peter Lewis of the CA 
Nat'l Guard Challenge Academy and Dir. Peter Thomas of 
Challenge Academy, IL Nat'l Guard.
Related Links:
Nat'l Guard Youth Challenge: Find Program Near You
"A Last Second Chance: 'CBS News follows high school 
dropouts trying to turn their lives around
  Air1 Pastors: Trauma/Emotional Pain
Closer Look Pastors Mike, Josh and Dave encourage you 
to seek healing for emotional injuries.
CONTACT the CLOSER LOOK PASTORS>> 888-YES-AIR1

TECHNOLOGY/ 
PUBLIC SAFETY

NATIONAL 
NEWS

OCTOBER 11,
2016

3:10PM
4:40PM
6:10PM
7:40PM

60 
SECONDS

Galaxy Note 7
- Concerns about the safety of Samsung's 
replacement Galaxy Note 7 smartphones have consumers 
wondering what to do with their phones. 
- The four major U.S. mobile carriers have 
suspended trade-ins for the replacement phones, and so 
have major retailers. 
- Instead, these companies are offering to swap Note 
7s out for any other smartphone of the customer's choice. 
- Samsung has halted Note 7 sales and advised 
customers to power down their devices or replace them. 

HEALTH/ PUBLIC 
SAFETY

NATIONAL 
NEWS

OCTOBER 13,
2016

3:40PM
5:10PM
6:40PM

60
SECONDS

Skin cancer is nothing to take lightly, but how do you know 
your risk for developing it? Experts say count the number 
of moles on your right arm. If you have more than 11, they 
say schedule a yearly skin cancer check with a 
dermatologist. Prevention is the key to good health, 
especially when it comes to skin cancer.



CLOSER LOOK OCTOBER 17, 
2016

SUNDAY 
NIGHT

7:00 PM
PACIFIC

30 MINUTE 
SEGMENT

Pledge Drive – No Closer Look

PUBLIC SAFETY NATIONAL 
NEWS

OCTOBER 17,
2016

3:40PM
5:10PM
6:40PM

60
SECONDS

Honda is recalling 350,000 Civics – 2016 models no less – 
because of a glitch in the electronic braking system. The 
parking brake might not work after the car is turned off, 
which could possibly let the car just roll away. Honda says 
it’s a simple software fix, if your car is affected, you’ll be 
getting a recall notice in the next couple of weeks.

HEATLTH/ 
NUTRITION

NATIONAL 
NEWS

OCTOBER 17,
2016

3:40PM
5:10PM
6:40PM

60
SECONDS

How many times do we have to be told before we take it 
seriously? There’s another study that says we need to add 
more chocolate to our lives. Researchers at Brown 
University – which is a very good place for very smart 
people – they say the compounds called flavanols found in 
cocoa help with our cardiovascular health. It doesn’t mean 
we can eat unlimited amounts of chocolate, because of the 
high amount of sugar, but a few squares of dark chocolate 
every day may help your heart health AND…there’s a 
bonus – it can also help as an appetite suppressant. 
Chocolate. Is there anything this miracle food can’t do?

ECONOMY/ 
FINANCES/ DEBT
HOMELESSNESS

CLOSER LOOK OCTOBER 24, 
2016

SUNDAY 
NIGHT

7:00 PM
PACIFIC

30 MINUTE 
SEGMENT

Closer Look Week 10/24/2016 - 10/30/2016
  'Shower To The People' Mobile Baths
A box truck tricked out with shower stalls, body wash and 
fresh towels rolls around St. Louis serving the city's 
homeless men and women. “One of the most inspiring 
things for me is just to see people’s whole demeanor 
change just by something as simple as hot water and 
soap.”

Air1's Rafael Sierra talks with STTP founder Jake Austin to 
see how it works.

Related Links:
Shower To The People (official)

  Air1 Pastors: Called To Comfort
Air1 Pastors Mike, Josh and Dave say people in grief often 
need our practical help.
Call the Pastors 888-YES-AIR1



COMMUNITY/ 
POLICTICS

CLOSER LOOK OCTOBER 31, 
2016

SUNDAY 
NIGHT

7:00 PM
PACIFIC

30 MINUTE 
SEGMENT

Closer Look Week 10/31/2016 - 11/6/2016
  What Voters Want: Election 2016
"Many people feel like there’s a disconnect between 
themselves and their leadership; we see this on the Right 
and on the Left."
Air1's Tracey Lynn talks with Dr. Mark Caleb Smith, dir. of 
the Center for Political Studies and Chair of the Dept of 
History and Gov't at Cedarville University in Ohio.
Related Links:
Cedarville University - Dr. Mark Caleb Smith (bio)
Gallup: Democrats, Republicans Agree on Four Top Issues 
for Campaign

HEALTH/ NUTRITION NATIONAL 
NEWS

OCTOBER 31,
2016

3:40PM
5:10PM
6:40PM

60
SECONDS

New research backs what grandma told you – green 
vegetables and green fruit can help with aging. 
Researchers say a compound found in broccoli, cabbage 
and avocados can help keep away wrinkles, and also helps 
with insulin sensitivity, immune function and body weight.

HEALTH/ PUBLIC 
SAFETY

NATIONAL 
NEWS

NOVEMBER 3,
2016

3:40PM
5:10PM
6:40PM

60
SECONDS

How many times have you heard hitting snooze is bad for 
you? Do you know why? Turns out, you start to go back to 
sleep and actually start a new sleep cycle that you aren’t 
giving yourself enough time to finish – it’s called sleep 
fragmenting. Of course, experts say go to bed a little 
earlier so you can get a good night's rest…but in reality, 
that’s hard to do because on your way TO bed you see 
forty-seven things that need to be done, so your early 
night usually goes out the window.

VETERANS CLOSER LOOK NOVEMBER 7, 
2016

SUNDAY 
NIGHT

7:00 PM
PACIFIC

30 MINUTE 
SEGMENT

Closer Look Week 11/7/2016 - 11/13/2016
  U.S. Vets for Jobs
Returning soldiers often need help translating their 
military skills into a resume employers understand.
Air1's Kenny Noble Cortes talks with Ted Daywalt, 
CEO/President of VetJobs and Terry Howell, Acting Editor 
and Director of Strategic Outreach, Military.com
Related Links:
Vet Jobs: Experience Onboard 
Military.com - Veteran Employment Center 

HEALTH/ PUBLIC 
SAFETY

NATIONAL 
NEWS

NOVEMBER 9,
2016

3:40PM
5:10PM
6:40PM

60
SECONDS

Could your doctor write you a prescription for exercise 
during your next visit? Most medical students don’t get 
any formal exercise training, so Weill Cornell Medical 
College is making a class mandatory to teach future 
doctors how to properly prescribe exercise for their 
patients.



COMMUNITY/ 
ECONOMY

CLOSER LOOK NOVEMBER 14, 
2016

SUNDAY 
NIGHT

7:00 PM
PACIFIC

30 MINUTE 
SEGMENT

Closer Look Week 11/14/2016 - 11/20/2016
  Businesses Join 'Super Service Challenge'
Your employees can win prize $$$ for charities they 
already care about. "Our mission is to see businesses 
transformed by service." 
Air1's Tanya Bohannon talks with Super Service Challenge 
exec dir Patrick Sells about how companies and co-
workers participate.
Related Links:
Super Service Challenge (official)
  Air1 Pastors: Control Yourself
Closer Look Pastors Mike, Josh and Dave say self-control 
leads to a better life.
Contact the CLOSER LOOK PASTORS 888-YES-AIR1

HEALTH/ PUBLIC 
SAFETY

NATIONAL 
NEWS

NOVEMBER 16,
2016

3:40PM
5:10PM
6:40PM

60
SECONDS

WASH YOUR HANDS. TEACH YOUR KIDS TO WASH THEIR 
HANDS! Hand, foot and mouth disease is on the rise, and a 
health department in Georgia has even issued a warning 
about the highly contagious virus. It lasts about 7 to 10 
days, causes huge, painful blisters in the mouth and it’s 
prevented by simply washing your hands – with any soap 
– for as long as it takes to sing Happy Birthday. Believe 
me, you do NOT want this or to SHARE this over the 
Thanksgiving holiday.

POLICE/ COMMUNITY CLOSER LOOK NOVEMBER 21, 
2016

SUNDAY 
NIGHT

7:00 PM
PACIFIC

30 MINUTE 
SEGMENT

Closer Look Week 11/21/2016 - 11/27/2016
  Police For Christ
Meet five officers who love Jesus -- and their jobs.
Air1's Phil O'Bryan visits with Sgt Jorge Alessandri, Capt 
Eric Garcia, Sgt Dean Wellinghoff and officers J C Prellezo 
and Carla De Garcia of the Fellowship of Christian Peace 
Officers Miami-Dade Chapter.
Related Links:
Fellowship of Christian Peace Officers U.S.A.
FCPO Miami (see pic of K-LOVE's Phil O'Bryan!)
  DIG DEEP: Clean Water for U.S.
2-million Americans live with no running water. DIG DEEP 
helps. 
Air1's Billie Branham talks with founder and executive 
director George McGraw.
Related Links:
DIG DEEP (official)



TECHNOLOGY NATIONAL 
NEWS

NOVEMBER 23,
2016

3:40PM
5:10PM
6:40PM

60
SECONDS

It’s not your father’s flip phone. Not that we’ll see it 
anytime soon…but, Apple has applied for a patent to 
develop a flexible screen phone that can fold in half and 
hang on your pocket. <Eric: so, it’s a flip phone?> No! Eric! 
It’s not a flip phone…it’s a flexible phone that can be 
folded in half. It’s got a touchscreen, Eric! A big 
touchscreen. It’s an iPhone that can be folded in half. So, 
no…okay, yeah, it’s just a super fancy flip phone.

TEEN ISSUES/ 
MENTAL HEALTH/ 
PARENTING

CLOSER LOOK NOVEMBER 28, 
2016

SUNDAY 
NIGHT

7:00 PM
PACIFIC

30 MINUTE 
SEGMENT

Closer Look Week 11/28/2016 - 12/4/2016
  Challenge Academy for At-Risk Kids
In nearly every U.S. state the Nat'l Guard offers troubled 
teens a FREE, 6-month, residential program to get their 
futures on back on track.
Air1's Alex Gregory talks with Maj. Peter Lewis of the CA 
Nat'l Guard Challenge Academy and Dir. Peter Thomas of 
Challenge Academy, IL Nat'l Guard.
Related Links:
Nat'l Guard Youth Challenge: Find Program Near You
"A Last Second Chance: 'CBS News follows high school 
dropouts trying to turn their lives around
  Air1 Pastors: Trauma/Emotional Pain
Closer Look Pastors Mike, Josh and Dave encourage you 
to seek healing for emotional injuries.
CONTACT the CLOSER LOOK PASTORS>> 888-YES-AIR1

HEALTH/ PUBLIC 
SAFETY

NATIONAL 
NEWS

NOVEMBER 30,
2016

3:40PM
5:10PM
6:40PM

60
SECONDS

You’ve seen those little clinic-care centers, some are stand 
along urgent care centers, some are in grocery stores and 
pharmacies…well, unfortunately, a new report says they’ve 
not put a dent in hospital emergency room visits for minor 
health issues. The store clinics are specifically for minor 
medical issues, they’ve got much lower wait times and 
accept most insurance. Still, even with all these clinics and 
their availability, emergency rooms are still overcrowded, 
which can actually delay treatment for people with more 
serious medical needs.



PARENTING/ 
SAFETY/ 
DEPRESSION

CLOSER LOOK DECEMBER 5, 
2016

SUNDAY 
NIGHT

7:00 PM
PACIFIC

30 MINUTE 
SEGMENT

Closer Look Week 12/5/2016 - 12/11/2016
  Holiday Accidents Happen
From fires to falls to small children choking, avoid risks to 
your holiday safety.
Air1's George Rath talks with Brett Brenner of the 
Electrical Safety Foundation and medical staff for the 
Trauma, Burn, and Injury Prevention Children's Hospital of 
Michigan; Heather Schaewe, program manager and 
prevention specialists Roberta Davis and Joann Moss.
Related Links:
Keeping Children Holiday Safe - Children's Hospital of 
Michigan
Holiday Safety - Electric Safety Foundation Int'l
  Air1 Pastors: Depression Is Real
Air1 Pastors Mike and Jeff offer comfort and advice to 
Christians suffering with depression. Contact the CLOSER 
LOOK PASTORS (888)YES-AIR1.

HEALTH/ PUBLIC 
SAFETY

NATIONAL 
NEWS

DECEMBER 9,
2016

3:10PM
4:40PM
6:10PM
7:40PM

60 
SECONDS

It might seem strange to bring this up, but a recent study 
says sunburn is responsible for thousands of emergency 
room visits each winter. In the short-term, yeah – they hurt, 
but sunburns could increase your risk of skin cancer. 
Snow is a great reflector of sunlight. And, experts say 
don’t just rely only on sunscreen! The key is Layers of 
clothing, along with time in the shade, away from the sun’s 
rays, just like you do in summer.

MILITARY/ 
COMMUNITY/
RELATIONSHIPS/ 

CLOSER LOOK DECEMBER 12, 
2016

SUNDAY 
NIGHT

7:00 PM
PACIFIC

30 MINUTE 
SEGMENT

Closer Look Week 12/12/2016 - 12/18/2016
  'Prisoner Packs' For Christmas
Thousands of convicted felons in Illinois received 
Christmas boxes assembled by members of Willow Creek 
Church.
Air1's George Rath talks with Josie Guth, Dir. of Local 
Compassion and Justice of Willow Creek Community 
Church about the spiritual and practical impact of the 
annual event.
Related Links:
Willow Creek Church Event (2016) - Inmate Gift Packing
Willow Creek Prison Pack Weekend (2016)
  Air1 Pastors: Dangerous Anger
Pastor Mike and Pastor Dave explain why anger should be 
diffused and delayed.
Contact the Closer Look Pastors 888-YES-AIR1
Related Links:
"5 Great Ways To Diffuse An Argument," Faithreel.com



HEALTH/ PUBLIC 
SAFETY

NATIONAL 
NEWS

DECEMBER 15,
2016

3:10PM
4:40PM
6:10PM
7:40PM

60 
SECONDS

I do not need to tell you it’s COLD outside. But, sadly, even 
COLDER air is blowing into most of the US from Canada, 
with extremely dangerous wind chills expected in parts of 
the Dakotas. There was even a rare snow storm that 
brought Portland to a halt yesterday. Thousands of cars 
stranded on streets and highways all over Portland! Some 
even got out and just left their cars it was so bad! This 
extremely cold and snowy weather is expected to last 
pretty much through the weekend.

CLOSER LOOK DECEMBER 19, 
2016

SUNDAY 
NIGHT

7:00 PM
PACIFIC

30 MINUTE 
SEGMENT

Christmas – Sunday no National Closer Look 

TECHNOLOGY NATIONAL 
NEWS

DECEMBER 27,
2016

3:40PM
5:10PM
6:40PM

60
SECONDS

Apple is working with Consumers Reports to figure out 
why their battery tests for the new MacBook Pro don’t 
match Apple’s tests. Consumer Reports published a report 
last week saying they couldn’t recommend any new 
MacBook Pro model because of their erratic battery life.
Consumer Reports' tests showed some pretty big 
fluctuations in battery life for unplugged MacBook Pro 
computers. This is the first time a MacBook hasn't gotten a 
"recommended" designation from Consumer Reports, so 
Apple wants to get to the bottom of the issue.

TECHNOLOGY/ 
PUBLIC SAFETY

NATIONAL 
NEWS

DECEMBER 27,
2016

3:40PM
5:10PM
6:40PM

60
SECONDS

Still holding onto your Samsung Galaxy Note 7? Pretty 
soon you’ll have pretty little brick. Samsung announced 
they had a battery-killing app, and T-Mobile released that 
app yesterday. It prevents the defective phone from 
charging…AT&T, Verizon and Sprint are rolling out their 
updates next week. Samsung recalled their Galaxy Note 7 
because a battery issue could cause the phones could 
bust into flames, and since about 10% of those phones are 
still floating around…this fix means they won’t be a 
problem anymore.


